. We aim at studying automorphic forms of bounded analytic conductor in the division quaternion algebra setting. We prove the equidistribution of the universal family with respect to an explicit and geometrically meaningful measure. It leads to answering the Sato-Tate conjectures in this case, and contains the counting law of the universal family, with a power savings error term in the totally definite case.
1. I 1.1. Landscape. Let F be a number field of degree d over Q. Let A denote the ring of adeles of F . We consider a division quaternion algebra B over F , and write R for the places of F where B is not split. We introduce the group of projective units G = Z \B × , where Z denotes the center of B × . Let A(G) denote the universal family of G, that is the set of all irreducible automorphic infinite dimensional representations of G(A). A deep understanding of A(G) is of fundamental importance in the theory of automorphic forms.
In order to determine its actual size and some sharper statistical properties, as densities or equidistribution, we need to truncate it for we then deal with a finite set, hence we need a suitable notion of size to do so. Turn for a moment to a more usual setting: the one of general linear groups. The universal family A(G) embeds, via the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, as a subfamily of the universal family A(PGL(2)), composed of all the cuspidal automorphic representations of PGL(2). In the latter context, even in the broader setting of cusp forms on general linear groups, [Iwaniec et al.,2000] have defined a good notion of size, given by the analytic conductor. It is a positive real number c(π ) defined from the functional equation satisfied by the finite part L-function L(s, π ) associated to π ∈ A(PGL(2)), which takes the form
where ε π is the root number of π . The completing factor X (s, π ) takes value ε π at the central point 1 2 , and the analytic conductor is defined to be c(π ) = |X ′ ( 1 2 , π )| following the presentation of [Conrey et al.,2005] . The function X (s, π ) involves the usual arithmetic conductor as well as archimedean gamma factors, so that the analytic conductor encapsulates the complexity of π . It allows to truncate the universal family of PGL (2), and hence the one of G, to a finite set [Brumley,2006] . The truncated universal family may then be introduced as
The problem of counting automorphic representations ordered by analytic conductor goes back to the work of [Iwaniec et al.,2000] . In this article, we seek to prove certain basic properties of this family, such as determining its asymptotic growth, establishing global equidistribution with respect to a geometric significant measure, and proving the validity of the Sato-Tate conjecture in this setting.
1.2. Analogy with the height on an algebraic variety. The counting problem admits an interesting analogy with the well-known question of counting rational points of bounded height on a smooth projective D. L variety over a number field. The absolute Weil height is the proper notion of size in this setting and is defined by h P n (x) = max 0 i n
where the product runs over the places of F and does not depend on the choice of homogeneous coordinates. Given any projective variety V over F endowed with a fixed embedding ι into the projective space P n (F ), a height function on V can be defined by pulling back the Weil height on P n (F ), setting h V (x) = h P n (ι(x)), x ∈ V .
(1.4)
The most natural setting for considering such generalized questions is the one of Fano varieties, where there are precise conjectures due to [Batyrev et al.,1990 , Peyre,1995 . On those grounds, [Northcott,1950] proved the finiteness of the set of points of bounded height for the projective spaces, refined by [Schanuel,1964] in an asymptotic counting law.
Theorem 1 (Schanuel). For all n 1, there exists C n > 0 such that for any Q 1,
The analogy between the Schanuel theorem on counting rational points on projective spaces and the problem of counting automorphic cusp forms on GL(n) has been particularly stressed recently, according to Sarnak. The case of quaternion algebras can be embedded in GL(2) so that, following the above analogy, the notion of analytic conductor we use in our main theorem is inspired by the procedure for heights: given the by now standard notion of analytic conductor for GL(2), we pull it back to automorphic forms on quaternion algebras via the associated identity map between their dual groups, hence defining the notion of analytic conductor in our setting.
1.3. Counting law for the universal family. The first result of this article gives an asymptotic formula for the cardinality N (Q) = #A(Q), Q 1, (1.5)
Petrow recently handled the problem in a fairly general fashion for automorphic forms on tori [Petrow,2018] . The case of the universal family for GL (2) is handled in the preprint [Brumley et al.,2018] . For division quaternion algebras, the counting law is provided by the following statement.
Theorem 2 (Counting law for quaternion algebras). There exists C > 0 such that for any Q 1,
if F = Q and B totally definite, for all ε > 0; O Q 2−δ F if F Q and B totally definite;
if B is not totally definite.
The constant C > 0 is defined explicitly in (1.8), and δ F = 2(1 + [F : Q]) −1 .
Remarks. The form of this asymptotic growth appeals some comments.
(i) There is a similarity between the error term in Theorem 2 and that of the classical result of Schanuel in Theorem 1 on the number of rational points of bounded height in projective spaces. His result, when specialized to F = Q, has an error term that picks up an additional small quantity, namely a power of log, to be compared to the Q ε of Theorem 2.
D. L
The measure µ has finite total mass µ . All the definitions are now in place to uncover the expression of the leading constant in Theorem 2, namely 8) where the measure giving the volume of the automorphic quotient G(F )\G(A) is normalized as in Section 2.2. The main result is the following one.
Theorem 3 (Equidistribution for quaternion algebras). The universal family of G equidistributes with respect to the measure µ, in the following sense. For every relatively quasi-compact open set X of G with boundary of measure zero, #{π ∈ A(Q) : π ∈ X } N (Q) −→ µ µ (X ), as Q → ∞.
(1.9)
Once this global equidistribution result stated, the Sato-Tate conjecture questions the behavior of the projections µ p of the limit measure on the local components G p when the norm of p grows. Let T c be the subgroup of diagonal matrices in SU(2) and W the associated Weyl group. On the common ground where all the representations in the support of the Plancherel measures of G p live, given by the tempered Satake parameters space T c /W , the Sato-Tate question acquires a precise meaning and local representations are equidistributed with respect to the half-circle measure. where dµ ST is the Sato-Tate measure on the half-circle, i.e. dµ ST (x) = 1 π 1 − x 2 4 dx.
(1.11)
1.5. Organization of this article. Section 2 is mainly devoted to introducing notations, stating the precise definition of the analytic conductor, and fixing the normalizations of measures. We recall some facts about equidistribution and spectral tools required to reduce Theorem 3 to a statement amenable to trace formula methods, among which are the Sauvageot density theorem and Paley-Wiener theorems. Section 3 provides a decomposition of the universal family into harmonic subfamilies obtained by fixing certain spectral data. In Section 4 we show that the proportion of automorphic forms we seek to estimate can be expressed as a spectral side of the Selberg trace formula, hence can be expressed in terms of orbital integrals. The main asymptotic term involved in this proportion comes from the contribution of the identity, which we evaluate in Section 5. Other spectral and geometric terms arise in the trace formula. The spectral ones are those coming from undesired characters, side effects of the smoothing procedure for test functions at archimedean places and the contribution of the complementary spectrum: they are precisely bounded in Section 6. The geometric ones are those coming from the orbital integrals associated to other terms than the identity, and they are bounded in Section 7, opening the path to the claimed asymptotic development. The ultimate Section 8 builds on the known Plancherel measures in the split case in order to prove that the limit measure with respect to which the universal family equidistributes satisfies the Sato-Tate equidistribution conjecture. 
G
We denote by the places of F , p the non-archimedian ones, and O p the ring of integers of F p for a finite place p. The finite set R of ramification places of B determines it up to isomorphism. From now on, Latin letters q, d, m, etc. will denote usual integers, while Gothic letters q, d, m, etc. will denote ideals of integer rings.
2.1. Analytic conductor. In order to make sense of the problem, we need to define precisely the notion of size we choose for representations. It is the analytic conductor, which we introduce in this section. We will work with B × more than with G, for it lightens notations. This local convention makes no harm, for we view a representation π of G(A) = PB × (A) as a representation of B × (A) with trivial central character. By Flath's theorem, an irreducible admissible representation of B × (A) decomposes in a unique way as a restricted tensor product π = ⊗ π of irreducible smooth representations where almost every component π is unramified. We want first to define the conductor for the local components π .
The Jacquet-Langlands correspondence allows to reduce to the GL(2) case, and in this one only infinitedimensional representation arise. Indeed, since the universal family excludes global characters, a representation π in it is generic. The Jacquet-Langlands correspondence preserves genericity hence, as shown on the diagram below, associates to π a generic representation JL(π ) of GL(2), thus also its local components JL(π ) . These local components are also the images by the local Jacquet-Langlands correspondence JL (π ) of the local components of π .
At split places, the local Jacquet-Langlands correspondence is the identity, for then B × p ≃ GL(2, F p ). The correspondence is unique, thus the local components at split places π are generic hence infinitedimensional, proving the claim.
2.1.1. Non-archimedian case. For finite split places p, by definition B p ≃ M 2, F p so that B × p is isomorphic to GL(2, F p ). The notion of local conductor for irreducible smooth infinite-dimensional representations of GL(2) has been introduced by [Casselman,1973] . Consider the sequence of compact open congruence subgroups
The multiplicative and analytic conductors of an irreducible admissible infinite-dimensional representation π p of B × p with trivial central character are then respectively defined by
The existence of the conductor is guaranteed by the work of [Casselman,1973] , who also states that the growth of the dimensions of the fixed vector spaces are given by
2.1.2. Archimedian case. The archimedian part of the conductor is introduced by [Iwaniec et al.,2000] . It is built on the archimedean factors completing the L-functions associated to automorphic representations. The archimedean L-factors are of the form
where Γ (s) = π −s/2 Γ(s/2) and the µ j, π ( ) are complex numbers. The analytic conductor is then locally defined to be, for | ∞,
Remark. We cannot avoid, following Iwaniec and Sarnak, this archimedean part of the conductor and only consider its arithmetic component. Indeed, we aim at counting irreducible admissible infinite-dimensional representations of bounded conductor, but this family would be infinite without control of the archimedian conductor. For instance the family of modular forms of level one and arbitrary weights constitutes an infinite family of fixed arithmetic conductor: they give rise to the discrete series.
2.1.3. Non-split case. Via the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, the non-split case is reduced to the already treated split one, analogously with the pullback of heights for algebraic varieties. The conductor of an irreducible admissible representation π of B × is defined as the conductor of its Jacquet-Langlands transfer
2.1.4. Characters. For now conductors have been defined only for generic representations. However, characters can arise as local components at ramified places as discussed above. Every character of B × p is a composition 8) where the first application is the reduced norm, and the second one a character of F × p . In other words, every character of B × p is of the form χ 0 • N where χ 0 is a character of F × p and N the reduced norm on B × p . In order to stay consistent, define the conductor of a local character at a ramified place as the conductor of its Jacquet-Langlands embedding in GL(2), which is defined based on the associated functional equation. Since the character χ 0 • N is sent to the twisted Steinberg representation St ⊗ χ 0 , it follows explicitly
2.1.5. Global analytic conductor. We introduce for an irreducible admissible representation of B × (A) decomposed into π = ⊗ π its global analytic conductor
This gives a well-defined notion of conductor, for the π are almost everywhere unramified, thus of conductor one. It extends to a definition for representations of G(A), viewed as automorphic representations of B × (A) with trivial central characters.
Remarks.
Analogously to what happens for general linear groups, the conductor could have been defined directly from the L-functions associated to automorphic representations of quaternion algebras. These are provided by the [Godement et al.,1972] construction and would avoid the appeal to an embedding in GL(n). The Jacquet-Langlands correspondence preserves the notion of L-function and hence also makes this notion of conductor for G compatible with the one obtained by pulling back the conductor on GL(2), thus this choice of exposition makes no harm compared to directly defining the conductor from the associated L-functions on G. Thus both choices of definition of the conductor coincide.
2.2. Normalization of measures. At the non-archimedean places, the measure taken on G p is the Haar measure µ p normalized so that K p = PGL(2, O p ), in the split case, or K p = o × p the units of a maximal order of B p , in the non-split case, gets measure one. This normalisation is independent of the chosen maximal order [Hull,1936] . For the archimedean places, we choose the Haar measure normalized so that the maximal compact subgroup gets measure one.
We now turn to the associated local dual groups. Denote H (G ) the Hecke algebra of G , that is the algebra consisting of compactly supported complex-valued functions on G , locally constant at finite places, smooth at archimedian ones. Let H (G(A)) be the Hecke algebra of G(A). It is the algebra generated by the restricted products ϕ = ϕ , where ϕ is a function of H (G ) and almost every local component ϕ p is equal to 1 K p . For such a function ϕ ∈ H (G(A)), we extend the action of π to H (G(A)), π (ϕ) acting by the mean action of π over G with weight ϕ, that is to say
This defines a Hilbert-Schmidt integral operator of trace class, thus we can define its Fourier transform by
The unitary dual group G is endowed with its usual Fell topology and Plancherel measure associated with the measure chosen on G : it is the unique positive Radon measure µ Pl on G such that the Plancherel inversion formula of Harish-Chandra holds, i.e. for functions ϕ in the Hecke algebra H (G ), we have ∫
From now on, integrals on G will be written with the convention that dπ = dµ Pl (π ), leading to no ambiguity. On Π = G we consider the product topology and the Plancherel measure, denoted by µ Pl , given by the product of the local ones. We have so far clarified the settings necessary to properly introduce the measure µ defined in (1.6). 8 D. L Remark. We are interested in the universal family, part of the automorphic dual, henceforth of Π which is already endowed with natural topologies. We aim at equidistribution and density results, so we choose among topologies in order to strengthen those properties. We thus seek a quite weak topology, justifying the choice of the product topology instead of the restricted product one, used when discreteness of automorphic forms is sought.
2.3. Convergence of µ. Now that every measure is properly introduced, we come back to the convergence of the integral (1.6). In order to prove it, it is sufficient to prove the convergence of local integrals. Let us first consider archimedean places. We are able to estimate the integral for we know the involved Plancherel measures [Lang,1985] . The principal series representations with parameter ir have conductor 1 + r 2 . Their Plancherel measures are up to a constant r tanh(πr /2)dr or r cotanh(πr /2)dr according to the parity. The discrete series representation of parameter k has conductor 1 + k 2 and Plancherel measure k − 1. Hence in all of the three cases, the local integrals converge as do the quantities
cotanh(πr /2) r 3 and
(2.14)
As for the finite places where B splits, Section 5.4 computes the associated local integrals which have finite values. The regularization of the integral (1.6) is specifically chosen in order to make the infinite product of those values convergent. The integrals at ramified places are reduced to treating the previous case by the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, so also converge.
2.4. Elements of equidistribution. Let S be a finite set of places of B. Define F ( G S ) to be the space of complex bounded functions on G S supported on a finite number of Bernstein components and whose restriction to the tempered spectrum is continuous outside a set of measure zero for the Plancherel measure restricted to each Bernstein component. Introduce the distribution measure of the truncated universal family,
For a measure ν, let
We say that a sequence (ν n ) n of Radon positive measures on Π weakly converges to a measure ν if ν n (f ) converges to ν(f ) for every f ∈ F ( G S ) when n goes to infinity, for every finite set of places S. Since the characteristic functions of relatively quasi-compact open sets of Π with zero-measure boundary lie in F ( G S ) by the results of [Sauvageot,1997] , this proves that weak convergence of µ Q to µ implies Theorem 3. From now on we deal with the measure 16) easier to handle than µ Q . This is motivated by the fact, from Theorem 2, that N (Q) is of asymptotical order CQ 2 , so that Theorem 3 is equivalent to: ν Q weakly converges to the measure
2.5. The Sauvageot density theorem. In order to prove the convergence of ν Q (f ) to ν(f ) for every function f ∈ F ( G S ), it is sufficient to prove it for Fourier transforms of functions in the Hecke algebra of G S . Indeed, the Sauvageot density theorem [Sauvageot,1997] states that any function in F ( G S ) can be approximated in that way.
Theorem 4 (Sauvageot). Let S be a finite set of places. For every f ∈ F ( G S ) and ε > 0, there exist functions ϕ,ψ ∈ H (G S ) such that
Let us explain how the Sauvageot theorem allows restricting the proof of Theorem 3 only to functions that are Fourier transforms of functions in the Hecke algebra. Let f ∈ F ( G S ). For ε > 0, there exist ϕ,ψ ∈ H (G S ) such that ϕ and ψ verify the conclusions of the Sauvageot theorem. We then get
From the definition of ν and the domination in the Sauvageot theorem it follows, since conductors are at least one, that
So that we get
In order to prove that ν Q weakly converges to ν, it is then sufficient to show that the second and third terms vanish for Q → ∞, i.e. to prove the theorem for the narrower class of functions ϕ and ψ . We prove indeed slightly better than what is needed for Theorem 3, with a precise asymptotic development in the case of Fourier transforms.
Theorem 5. For every finite set of places S and ϕ ∈ H ( G S ), and every ε > 0,
(2.19) 2.6. Admissible functions. Let ϕ ∈ H (G S ). In this section, we prove that the action of ϕ on π , that is to say ϕ(π S ), can be assumed to have a selecting effect on the spectral data. The first information is provided by the trace Paley-Wiener theorem of [Bernstein et al.,1986] , that provides the fundamental properties of the Fourier transforms.
Theorem 6 (Trace Paley-Wiener). The functions on G p lying in the image of the Hecke algebra H (G p ) by the Fourier transform are the functions ϕ on G p such that
) is a regular function on the complex algebraic variety ψ (M) composed of the unramified characters of M; (ii) there exists an open compact subgroup K of G p dominating ϕ, i.e. such that ϕ is nonzero only on representations having non trivial K-fixed space π K .
It follows that Fourier transforms selects representations of bounded conductor.
Proposition 2.1. Let S be a finite set of finite places, and let ϕ ∈ H (G S ). There exists c ϕ > 0 such that for every generic π ∈ G S in the support ofφ, the conductor of π is less than c ϕ .
Proof. Since S is a finite set of places it is sufficient to prove the result for a local component. In the case of a finite place p, let ϕ p be the p-component of ϕ, where p ∈ S. 
and hence ϕ p is nonzero only for representations of conductor dividing p r . Since S contains only a finite number of places, this proves that ϕ selects only representations π S ∈ G S with conductor dividing the product of the corresponding p r .
In order to select automorphic representations in the universal family through trace formula methods, it is necessary to restrict the Fourier transforms considered to the generic spectrum, for otherwise there is no notion of conductor attached to a representation. The following proposition states that it is possible, up to another approximation by density.
Letf be the restriction of f to the generic spectrum, extended by zero elsewhere on the unitary dual. Thenf lies in F ( G S ).
Proof. Recall that the Sauvageot density theorem provides a criterion for functions to be approximated by Fourier transforms. All the properties of the Sauvageot class F ( G S ) obviously hold forf except possibly the condition on the discontinuity points. In the case of GL(n), if π is unitary and tempered, then it is generic [Prasad et al.,2000] . Therefore the restriction of f and off to the tempered spectrum coincide, so that if f is continuous on the unitary tempered spectrum thus so isf .
The conductor of a representation in the generic spectrum is well-defined. Bounding the conductor is not enough for the purposes of the trace formula, it is also necessary to restrict the functions to fixed conductors. However, it is far from obvious that such modified functions are still approximated by Fourier transforms. This is the meaning of the next proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Let S be a finite set of finite places and q an integer ideal supported in S. Let f ∈ F ( G S ) supported in the generic spectrum. Letf be the restriction of f to the representations of fixed conductor q, extended by zero elsewhere. Thenf lies in F ( G S ).
Proof. We can assume that f is supported on a fixed Bernstein component, say associated with a discrete series representation σ on a Levi M. We can assume that σ is of conductor q, for otherwise the restriction is zero, which clearly lies in F ( G S ). The irreducible unitary tempered representations lying in this Bernstein component are given by the fully induced representations ind G M (σ ⊗ χ ) where χ is an unramified unitary character. All these induced representations have same conductor since χ is unitary. Thus the restrictions of f andf to the unitary tempered spectrum coincide.
Corollary 2.4. If, for every finite set of places S and every ideal q supported in S, (2.19) holds for functions in H (G S ) supported in the generic spectrum of fixed conductor q, then (2.19) holds for every function in H (G S ).
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ H (G S ).
Letφ be the restriction-extension of ϕ to the generic spectrum of fixed conductor q. Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 ensure thatφ remains in F ( G S ). The very same approximation by the Sauvageot density theorem than in the previous section shows that proving the theorem for such functions implies the theorem for every ϕ ∈ F ( G S ).
S
3.1. The Langlands classification. The local Langlands classification of the archimedean admissible dual [Knapp,1994] of GL(2) provides a recipe for constructing the admissible representations of reductive groups over archimedian local fields in terms of representations of its Levi subgroups. Since unitary representations are in particular admissible, it induces a parametrization of the unitary dual of GL(2, F R ∞ ). Let L ∞ the finite set of Levi subgroups of GL(2, F R ∞ ) containing the diagonal torus. For such a Levi M, define E 2 (M 1 ) to be the set of isomorphism classes of square integrable representations of M 1 . The only nonempty cases are, at a given archimedean place,
• E 2 (GL(1, R) 1 ) consisting in the trivial character and the sign character;
for the trace-zero hyperplane of the complexified dual of the Lie algebra of M, which is a finitedimensional C-vector space. The spectral data δ ∈ D, consisting of a Levi M in L ∞ and a discrete series representation δ in E 2 (M 1 ), along with ν ∈ h ⋆ M,C , give rise to an admissible representation of G R ∞ in the following way. The unitary induction Ind G P (δ ⊗ e ν ) from the unique parabolic subgroup P containing M is not necessarily irreducible, yet the following holds.
Proposition 3.1 (Archimedean Langlands classification). Let δ ∈ D and ν ∈ h ⋆ M,C , denote W δ the stabilizer of δ in the Weyl group of h M . There is a unique ν ′ in the class of ν modulo translation by W δ such that the induction Ind G P (δ ⊗e ν ′ ) admits an irreducible quotient, that is then unique and denoted by π δ,ν . Moreover, every admissible irreducible representation of GL(2, F R ∞ ) arises uniquely in this way, up to infinitesimal equivalence.
This construction exhausts the admissible dual of GL(2, F R ∞ ) up to infinitesimal equivalence. This is the archimedean Langlands classification [Knapp,1986, Theorem 8.54] , that can be reformulated as GL (2) R,1
where G
R,1
∞ stands for the admissible dual of GL(2, F R ∞ ) up to infinitesimal equivalence. Note that D is a discrete set, leading to refer to δ as the discrete archimedean spectral parameter of π , while ν in h ⋆ M,C /W δ is called the continuous archimedean parameter of π .
3.2. Sieving the universal family. In order to address the problem of the weak convergence of ν Q to prove Theorem 5, it is necessary to decompose the universal family into smaller sets with fixed spectral data, amenable to trace formula methods. Let S be a finite set of places and ϕ ∈ H (G S ). The conductor of π ∈ A(G) splits into local conductors, in particular can be written
This decomposition emphasizes the different kind of information and behavior each type of place is endowed with, and turns to be a guide for the method. Concerning the split archimedean places, introduce the truncated archimedean split dual
This set of archimedean parameters factorizes further through the precise Langlands classification recalled in Section 3.1, by fixing discrete spectral parameters, so that
where
and the notation ≃ π ⋆,ν stands for the existence of a δ ∈ D such that the representation is isomorphic to π δ,ν . The set Ω comp is called the complementary part of the archimedean spectrum, while the remaining part is the tempered part of the spectrum. This denomination is motivated by the fact that the representation π δ,ν is tempered if and only if ν lies in ih ⋆ M . As for the remaining places, given a finite set of places S, recall that every ideal m is decomposed in the form m = m S m S , where such a decomposition always means that m S is the prime-to-S part of m, i.e. is such that m S ∧S = 1, and m S if the S-part of m, i.e. satisfies supp(m S ) ⊆ S. The same decomposition is used without further notice for the other letters. The multiplicative conductor of the finite split places is fixed to a certain ideal q of O R , and the isomorphism class of the ramified part is fixed to a certain isomorphism class σ R ∈ G R .
Recall from Proposition 2.3 that the functionφ fixes the conductor of the finite S-component to be equal to a certain q S . Thus, according to (3.2) and the choices made above, the universal family A(Q) decomposes as
where the sets of fixed spectral data are
This decomposition (3.5) of the universal family reduces the study of the whole family to the harmonic families A(q, σ R , δ, Q), easier to grasp in the context of trace formulas. What is critical is to having got rid C E A 13 of the condition of belonging to A(Q), decomposed in local conditions. It induces a decomposition of the counting measure as
where the sum over q is meant to run through ideals of O R . The complementary part corresponds to the second sum appearing in the line above and will be dealt with later and shown to contribute as an error term. Denote A(q, σ R , δ, Q; ϕ) and A comp (q, σ R , Q; ϕ) the innermost parts of the splitting in the first summation above, that is to say
and analogously for A comp (q, σ R , Q; ϕ).
3.3.
Old and new forms. The universal family (1.2) sees no multiplicities, but the trace formula counts them. The spectral multiplicities associated to the spectral decomposition of L 2 (G(F )\G(A)), which are more suitable weights for the forthcoming computations, are given by
where 9) and K 0 (q) stands for the image of ZK 0 (q) under the natural projection B × → G. The choice is made so that
The analogous sum to (3.7) additionally weighted by the multiplicities is
and analogously for B comp (q, σ R , Q; ϕ). The sum defined by (3.7) counts the newforms while (3.10) counts the old ones with respect to finite prime-to-S split places. The relation between them lies in the following lemma.
D. L Lemma 1. Let q prime to R, σ R an irreducible unitary representation of G R , δ ∈ D and ϕ ∈ H (G S ). Let λ 2 = µ ⋆ µ where µ is the Möbius function. For every Q 1,
Proof. Recall that, for every finite split place p, Casselman gives the local multiplicites
From this immediately follows, after taking the product over all finite split places, that the global multiplicities are
where τ 2 = 1⋆1 is the divisor function. Since σ R K 0 (q) 0 implies c(σ R )|q, the sum defining B(q, σ R , δ, Q; ϕ) is eventually reduced to a sum over c(σ R ) | q. Thus, by the precise knowledge (3.12) of the multiplicities,
so that B = τ 2 ⋆ A, with a slight abuse of notation. Hence, by Möbius inversion,
14)
achieving the first part of the claim. The proof carries on, mutatis mutandis, for the quantities relative to the complementary spectrum.
Summing over the spectral data appearing in the decomposition (3.6), the counting measure rewrites as
T
Trace formulae give relations between spectral and geometrical quantities, the latter being often easier to manipulate. We present here the Selberg trace formula and express the sought tempered old forms numbers B(d, σ R , δ, Q; ϕ) and its complementary counterpart B comp (d, σ R , Q; ϕ) as a spectral side of this trace formula for a suitable test function, leaving us with the geometric side to estimate. 4.1. Selberg trace formula. Since the automorphic quotient of G is compact, the original formulation of the trace formula, due to Selberg in 1956, can be used and combined with the multiplicity one theorem. If Φ is a function in the Hecke algebra H (G(A)), then
where the spectral and geometrical parts are as follows. The geometrical part is
The sum runs through conjugacy classes {γ } in G(F ). Since Φ is compactly supported and G(F ) is discrete, the sum is finite. However its length depends on the support of Φ what turns to be a critical difficulty for estimations, for this support will depend on the spectral parameters. The inner integrals appearing in this geometric side are called the orbital integrals, defined by
The spectral part is
Here π go through the isomorphism classes of unitary irreducible subrepresentations of G(A) in L 2 (G(F )\G(A)), and recall that Φ is the Fourier transform of Φ, see Section 2.2.
Remark. The formulaton of the spectral part (4.4) is Selberg's original one. The weights m(π ) are the multiplicities of the π 's in the discrete part of the spectral decomposition of L 2 (G(F )\G(A)). The multiplicity one theorem ensures these to be less than one, and the indexation by π actually part of L 2 (G(F )\G(A)) makes them nonzero, hence equal to one.
The admissible dual can be decomposed into tempered representations and non-tempered representations. In view of (3.4) and anticipating that the selecting function at split archimedean places behaves D. L differently on the tempered spectrum and on the complementary one, it is natural to introduce the tempered and complementary spectral parts as
As announced in the outlook of the method, in order to have a problem amenable to the trace formula it is necessary to formulate statistics quantities on the universal family as a spectral side, hence needed to select it by the Fourier transforms of suitable test functions. The aim of the present section is to construct a function Φ ∈ H (G) such that, up to an error term,
In the case of factorizable test functions Φ = ⊗ Φ , the spectral side of the trace formula factorizes as
Hence, in order to achieve the spectral selection (4.5) it is sufficient locally select the conditions appearing in the decomposition of the universal family (3.15) through Fourier transforms. The following sections are dedicated to construct local test functions doing so, aim reached in Lemma 4. The places of F fall into four categories:
• the split finite part, corresponding to p R ∪ S, where the arithmetic conductor is caught by the means of an explicit filtration, see Section 2.1; • the split finite part in the support of the test function ϕ, corresponding to p ∈ S\R, whose conductor is fixed by ϕ, see Proposition 2.3; • the ramified part, corresponding to the finite number of ∈ R, which is handled by fixing the representations at those places by means of matrix coefficients; • the split archimedean part, parametrized by spectral data that are handled by selecting functions provided by Paley-Wiener theorems.
4.2. Selecting the split conductor. For an ideal d of O, introduce the congruence subgroup given by the product of the corresponding local congruence subgroups in (2.1), that is to say
The following result gives a test function whose Fourier transform selects the finite split conductor.
Lemma 2. For an ideal d of O, let
Its Fourier transform selects the multiplicity relative to d. More precisely,
Proof. Let π be an automorphic representation of G. Then π (ε d ) is the projection of the representation space V π on the subspace π d of the fixed vectors by
so that its image lies in π d . The action of π (ε d ) is also idempotent, more precisely the identity on π d . Indeed, 
4.3.
Selecting the ramified part. For ramified places, less is known concerning the representations and the choice made in the decomposition (3.15) is to fix the corresponding isomorphism class. In the finite dimensional case, knowing matrix coefficients is sufficient to determine the underlying matrix. This property still holds [Knightly and al.,2006, Corollary 10.26] for supercuspidal representations in the following sense. Let σ R be a unitary representation of G R . A matrix coefficient associated to σ R is a function of the form, given and w in the space of σ R ,
Matrix coefficients are continuous functions on G R , are compactly supported since G R is compact, and are locally constant at finite places and smooth at archimedean places.
Remark. The fact that matrix coefficients is considered only for ramified places is critical for selecting purposes. The loss of the compactness of the support for matrix coefficients in the split case, where some automorphic representations are not supercuspidal, make them fail to select the corresponding isomorphism class. Such a purpose can be achieved by means of existence theorem, yet are less precise, see [Knightly and al.,2006] . This is the reason why the non-totally definite case or the GL(2) case are analytically harder to deal with, see Section 4.4. is the orthogonal projection onto C and in the meanwhile selects the π 's isomorphic to σ . Considering its trace, this can be restated as follows. 4.4. Approximate localizing at archimedean split places. Based on the decomposition of the universal family (3.5), for a bounded set of continuous parameters Ω in h ⋆ M,C , the question is to select representations lying in sets of the form
This is a feature of non-compact archimedean groups: their duals are no more discrete and hence admit a continuous parametrization. However, many tools in harmonic analysis on Lie groups rely on narrow classes of functions among which characteristic functions of such sets Ω δ are not, requiring a smoothing construction to get admissible functions lying near them. This procedure is provided by the fundamental work of [Duistermaat et al.,1979] . [Brumley et al.,2018] adapted this method to the automorphic setting on GL(n) and construct a function localizing around spectral parameters (δ , ν), where δ is a fixed archimedean discrete spectral datum and where ν is a continuous parameter lying into a bounded set of tempered parameters Ω δ . Such smoothing procedures behave well on tempered parameters, leading to assume Ω to be a bounded set of tempered parameters of fixed discrete part δ, leaving the non-tempered part of Ω to be proven negligible compared to the tempered contribution, see Section 6.2.
Introduce ϕ, which in this section is a function in the Hecke algebra of G R ∞ and should be denoted ϕ R ∞ in the following ones. The aim is to find a smooth enough function for trace formula purposes approximating the characteristic function of Ω δ . [Brumley et al.,2018] A direct consequence of their result is the following lemma, where the remainder term is willingly hidden in order to ease the exposition. What is of critical importance are the bounds on this undisclosed error term, precisely stated in Lemma 10.
Lemma 3. For every discrete spectral datum (M, δ ) ∈ D, there is a function ϵ
Proof. This is just encapsulating the results of [Brumley et al.,2018, Lemma 9 .2] and multiplying them by ϕ.
The same arguments used by [Brumley et al.,2018] hold with h δ,Q ρ replaced by h δ,Q,ϕ ρ . In particular, a version of the Paley-Wiener proven by [Clozel et al.,1990] 15) which is built with the following local functions:
• ϕ is the local component of ϕ on G ;
• ξ π is a matrix coefficient for π ;
is the function constructed Lemma 5, with Ω = Ω(Q/N qc(π R )).
The sought weighted measure is barely reached by the spectral side with Φ d, π R ,δ,Q, ρ;ϕ , as stated in the following lemma. 16) where, introducing the set X ur (G) of unramified characters of G(A),
and 18) where this last integral means an integration over π ∈ A(G) of fixed discrete spectral data d, π R and δ , and with continuous parameters varying in ih ⋆ M .
Proof. Let Φ = Φ d, π R ,δ,Q, ρ;ϕ . In order to determine the Fourier transform of Φ recall that for every places , w and every a ∈ H (G ,w ), a a w = a a w . Thus,
Hence only the Fourier transforms of the local components of the test function have to be determined. The finite prime-to-S split part ε d is shown to transform into the characteristic function of conductors dividing d in Lemma 2 weighted by the corresponding multiplicities. The ramified local parts ξ π are known to transform into the characteristic functions of the isomorphism class of π by Lemma 4.2. The transform of the archimedean split part is shown to approximate the selecting function of bounded conductors in Lemma 3, up to a smoothing error term ϵ δ,Q ρ . The action of the Fourier transform of Φ on the tempered part follows, and (4.19) yields, for σ ∈ A(G) with archimedean split parameters (τ , ν),
Nevertheless, these conditions also stand for characters: in order to not being killed by Φ they have to be trivial on K 0 (d), i.e. they have to be unramified since det(K 0 (d)) = O R . Moreover, they have to be isomorphic to π R at ramified places. The Fourier transform of the chosen test function hence does not vanish on unramified characters, unlike awaited. The corresponding extra contribution Ξ is treated separately in Lemma 12, for characters are easier to embrace and it will be shown to contribute as an error term.
After integrating over the tempered spectrum, it follows by roughly bounding ϕ in the remainder smoothing term,
that achieves the proof.
Remark. Recall from Lemma 3 that the error term ϵ δ,Q ρ is better when ν if far from the boundary of Ω, so that it should be considered as a smoothed version of a bump function concentrating around the boundary, so that the integral (4.18) is a smoothed version of the counting number B(d, π R , δ, ∂ ρ Q; ϕ), justifying the notation. This is jusified in [Brumley et al.,2018] . 4.6. Towards the geometrical side. The equidistribution property has been recast as a convergence of spectral measures in Theorem 5. The Selberg trace formula restates it as a geometrical quantity. In order to interpret B (d, π R , δ, Q; ϕ) as a spectral side, it is necessary to add the contribution of the complementary part of the split archimedean spectrum. Summing the expressions above over all the spectral data and
adding the complementary part of the spectrum,
The main contribution is carried by the first term, the remaining ones being showed below to contribute as negligible terms. Decompose the geometrical side geom (Φ) as sum of two terms, the first one corresponding to the identity contribution, and the other being the elliptic remainder, in other words 21) where the elliptic part is expressed in term of orbital integrals
The universal family counting measure now decomposes, via the splitting above, as
where the following measures have been introduced.
I
For a given ϕ ∈ H (G S ), the main term of ν Q ( ϕ ) is given by the contribution ν 1,Q ( ϕ ) of the identity, and the other terms will be shown to be negligible. This section is dedicated to the computation of this identity contribution.
Proposition 5.1. The contribution of the identity is, for ϕ ∈ H (G S ),
if there is a split infinite place
In particular, vol (G (F ) \G (A)) ν 1,Q equidistributes with respect to ν.
5.1.
Evaluating the test function at 1. Before summing over the spectral data, it is necessary to look at the inner part of ν 1,Q ϕ . Fix d an ideal of O R , π R a unitary irreducible representation of G R and δ a discrete archimedean parameter; and let for this section
for convenience. The very definition (4.15) of Φ gives
(1).
( 5.1) 5.1.1. Finite split places out of S. For the prime-to-S split finite part, by definition
The volume of a cofinite subgroup depends on its index, and the indices of classical congruence subgroups are well-known [Diamond et al.,2005] .
by the isomorphism theorems. So thanks to the normalizations chosen for the measures,
( 5.4) 5.1.2. Finite split places in S. For the S-split finite part, the Plancherel inversion formula (2.13) gives
( 5.5) 5.1.3. Ramified places. For the ramified matrix coefficient (4.13), by the Plancherel formula (2.13) and the normalization chosen for ξ π R , at archimedean split places is not so immediate to evaluate at 1, since it is not an explicit function but provided by an existence theorem. The Plancherel formula allows to express it in terms of its Fourier transform h δ,Q,ϕ ρ for which Lemma 3 provides information. There is an error term function due to the smoothing procedure willingly kept undisclosed and for which bounds are provided later.
Lemma 5. For every δ ∈ D, ρ > 0, ϕ ∈ H (G) and bounded set of tempered parameters Ω,
Proof. This is the proof of [Brumley et al.,2018, Lemma 11.2] into which the spectral localizing function around (δ, Q) they build, namely h δ,Q ρ in their notation for reference, is replaced by h δ,Q,ϕ ρ . The Plancherel formula gives
Integrating the approximation of Lemma 3 yields 10) and this achieves the proof.
Finally it follows a more explicit form of the value at the identity, namely
The tools are now in place to, after summation of (5.11), provide a decomposition of the counting measure of the whole universal family.
D. L

Splitting the identity contribution.
Recall that ϕ fixes the S-part of the conductor, so that every S-part of ideal appearing from now on is fixed, namely the only one non killed by the action of ϕ. However, the choice made is to keep formulations in terms if ideals of the whole integer ring O, as more convenient and helping to think about the counting law situation where S is empty. The following decomposition holds for the identity part of the counting measure.
Proposition 5.2. For every Q 1,
where ν
1,Q is the main identity term, namely
and ν
is the error term due to the smoothing, namely
(5.14)
Proof. The counting measure has been decomposed in measures on harmonic subfamilies (3.15) of fixed spectral parameters. These measures have been given a geometric interpretation by the mean of the trace C E A 25 formula in Lemma 4, whose identity contribution (5.11) is given above. After summation of the identity contributions over the spectral data constituting the truncated universal family,
Sums of arithmetic functions on ideals of number fields can be explicitly evaluated. This motivates a permutation of sums and integrals in order to estimate the sum over the volumes φ 2 (d S ) first, so that
The following lemma estimates the innermost sum.
Lemma 6. Let ζ S,R be the prime-to-R-and-S part of the zeta function associated to F , and ζ S,R⋆ (1) its residue at 1. For any X > 0,
Remark. It is possible to note a posteriori that the remainder term shown here is sharp, and it gives rise to the most significant remainder appearing in Theorem 2 and Theorem 5, provided F Q, except the one coming from the smoothing part detailed in Lemma 5 that is absent from the totally definite setting. Hence, provided the smoothing problem can be solved and thus a sharp count realized without excessive loss, the error would have power savings and will be similar to the totally definite case.
D. L
Proof. Remind that all the ideals superscrited S are prime to S. Standard estimates of the sum of ideals given by [Landau,1918] 
where the knowledge of the Dirichlet series associated to µ 2 yielded 17) in the case F = Q, giving the worst remainder term. Otherwise, the sum is convergent.
This lemma induces a splitting of ν 1,Q as ν
1,Q according to the principal and error parts in the lemma above and, adding the error term coming from the smoothing evaluation at the identity (5.11), achieves to prove the claim.
Estimating the main part ν (p)
1,Q . Proposition 5.3. For every Q 1, the main part admits the asymptotic development
The following lemmata state the convergence of the integral over archimedean parameters and of the sum over ramified parts.
Lemma 7. For every Re(s) > 1, the following sum converges as Q → ∞.
Proof. The Jacquet-Langlands correspondence states a bijection between G R and the discrete part of the spectrum of PGL(2, F R ), which preserves both formal degrees, which are the Plancherel measures µ Pl R (π R ), and conductors by definition. Hence, 20) and that last sum is finite for Re(s) > 1 by the case of PGL (2) by the computations of [Brumley et al.,2018] or by Section 5.4 below. Hence, it follows the sought convergence for the ramified parts, ending the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 8. For every Re(s) > 1, the following integral converges absolutely as X → ∞. ∫
This is Lemma 6.12 of [Brumley et al.,2018] concerning the GL(2) case. Let us denote 
( 5.22) 5.4. Rewriting the constant. Previous computations unveiled the constant
It is possible to give to this constant a more geometrical flavour by reformulating the special values of the zeta functions appearing in terms of volumes. This is the content of the following lemma.
Proposition 5.4. For every finite set of places S,
Proof. The knowledge of the volumes of congruence subgroups (5.4) gives
On an other hand, this volume can be computed by the Plancherel formula. Introduce the volume of slices of the spectrum of fixed conductor
The Plancherel inversion formula then yields
Hence, by inversion, M p = id ⋆ µ 2 ⋆ λ 2 . In particular, the local Dirichlet series associated to M p is given by
Evaluating it at s = 2, a new expression for the local special values appearing in the constant is ∫ 27) proving the finiteness of the local integrals defining the equidistribution measure (1.6) at the finite places, as claimed in the introduction. However, the infinite product over p R of these quantities unfortunately diverges, for 1 is a pole of ζ S,R . This motivates a slight modification in order to compensate it by the residue at 1. Introduce the regularized integral
, ending the proof.
The global integral is defined to be
It thus follows the expression (1.6) of the regularized integral, giving the desired statement and motivating the choice of both the measure µ and the constant C. Since the error terms in Lemmata 7 and 8 are those of Dirichlet series at a point distant by 1 from their abscissa of convergence, the expression (5.22) rewrites 28) reaching the term of the proof of Proposition 5.3.
Remark. Notice that the Sauvageot theorem is a two-edged result: it opens the path to equidistribution and allows conclusions for characteristic functions which are not of the form ϕ; however it also spoils the remainder term for general functions. This error term remains only for specific functions either admissible, i.e. of the form ϕ for ϕ in the Hecke algebra of G, in particular for the counting problem. 1,Q . The following lemma states the negligibility of the smoothing part compared to the main one.
Lemma 9. For every Q 1, ν
Proof. The term (5.14) coming from the smoothed selection of archimedean parts is
The following lemma is a straighforward adaptation of the work of Brumley and Milićević in which the contribution of the smoothing effect is negligible.
Lemma 10. The contribution of the smoothing error term satisfies, for a suitable choice of ρ depending on q,
Proof. This is in essence Proposition 12.1 in [Brumley et al.,2018] . Their Lemma 12.2 states
Two slight modifications have to be mentioned because of the existence of ramified places and of the use of a different filtration. The centerless setting leads to use a filtration of subgroups K 0 (q) whose indices are of order N q, instead of N q 2 in their case, justifying the presence of N q in the equation above. The existence of ramified places is dealt with by plugging this estimates above in the whole sum,
and this last sum converges by Lemma 7, finishing the proof.
Remark. Note that the worst error term in Theorems 2 and 5 comes from this part, corresponding to the smoothing of the selecting function for split archimedean places. As in the GL(2) case [Brumley et al.,2018] , this is where the desired power savings is lost, safe in the totally definite case when there is no involved smoothing.
D. L
Estimating the error term
for all ε F > 0 for the case F = Q, and for ε F = 0 otherwise.
Proof. Now turn back to treatment of the ν
1,Q term coming from the remainder in Lemma 6. The bound that has to be refined is
The inner sums and integrals converge by Lemmata 7 and 8, since 2 − δ F + ε F is always greater than 1. It follows a remainder term in Q −δ F +ε F .
At last, the asymptotic development obtained in Proposition 5.3 and the bounds obtained in Lemmata 9 and 11 prove the equidistribution of the identity part of the counting measure with respect to ν, as stated in Proposition 5.1.
S
6.1. Characters contribution. Recall that the global characters contribution is given by
Proof. Similarly to the intervention of the trace formula to make explicit the measure ν Q , the Poisson summation formula is the main tool to count characters. The counting measure for characters can be interpreted as a spectral side, such that every non-identity terms vanishes on the geometric side. Recall that for a character π R , since the multiplicities are all equal to one,
Consider GL(2) instead of PGL(2) for simplicity, characters of PGL(2) corresponding to those of GL(2) trivial on the center. Characters on GL(2) decompose through
where the first arrow is given by the determinant and the second by characters of F × p . In other words, a character χ p of GL(2, F p ) is of the form χ 0,p • det where χ 0,p is a character of F × p . At an archimedean place , since the considered characters are trivial on the center, they are among the trivial one and the sign, hence have conductor 1 at those places. Archimedean characters are of the form sgn ε |det| it for ε = ±1 and t ∈ R. Similarly to the smoothing function introduced in Section 4.4, it is not possible to select precisely continuous parameters, it is hence necessary to supply an approximation by a localizing function. This motivates the introduction of f a compactly supported non-negative smooth function such that f is 1 for t = 0, and | f | 1. In particular, it vanishes unless t is small enough, say |t | T .
For the arithmetic part of the conductor, the only characters not killed by the action of ε p r are the unramified ones. Indeed, recall that det 
Sincef p is 1 on unramified characters and the archimedeanf 's are less than one , the Poisson summation formula gives
Since F × is a discrete set, choosing f ∞ with a small enough support leads to kill every f (γ ) for γ nontrivial. Hence Ξ(π R , ϕ) vol(F × \A × ) −1 f (1). It remains to evaluate f (1) = f d S (1)f R (1)f ∞ (1). For the finite split places, f p (1) = 1, and for the ramified places, f R (1) = µ Pl R (π R ). For the archimedean places, the Plancherel inversion formula gives
. Coming back to the sum (6.1) defining ν Ξ,Q ( ϕ), it follows by using the rough bound λ 2 (n) ≪ N n ε ,
D. L and this last line is provided by the convergence of the sum over ramified representation, stated in Lemma 7, proving the result.
6.2. Complementary spectrum. Lemma 4 provides an interpretation of B(q, π R , δ, Q, ϕ) as the tempered part of the trace formula for a suitable test function, so it is necessary to consider the remaining complementary part of the spectrum. Lemma 3 states exponential control for spectral parameters lying outside the tempered subspace, so that the complementary contribution is bounded by ∂ ρ B(δ, ∂ ρ Ω). This section is dedicated to prove the following lemma, which is an adaptation of the work of Brumley and Milićević in which the complementary spectrum is shown to contribute as an error term.
Lemma 13. The contribution of the complementary part and the smoothing error term satisfy, for a suitable choice of ρ depending on q and a certain θ > 0,
Proof. This is in essence Proposition 12.1 in [Brumley et al.,2018] . Their Lemma 12.2 yields
Similarly to Lemma 10, the different congruence subgroups chosen for the centerless setting leads to input N q in the sum above, instead of N q 2 in their case. The sum over ramified places is dealt with by appealing to Lemma 7 which ensures the convergence.
At last, it follows from this lemma along with Lemma 12 that the extra terms in the spectral selecting Lemma 4 are negligible, so that the counting measure part B(q, π R , δ, Q, ϕ) is fairly well approximated by the tempered part temp (Φ) of the spectrum. Lemma 9 states that this tempered part is approximated by the whole spectral part spec (Φ) up to an error term. Considering the development of the identity contribution to the geometrical part given in Proposition 5.3, it follows for every ε > 0,
if B not totally definite.
(6.11) C E A 33
E
The present section aims at bounding the different terms appearing in the elliptic contribution to the geometric side, in particular the orbital integrals. A considerable amount of work has been done in this direction, and we borrow recent results of [Binder,2017] , [Finis et al.,2013] and [Matz et al.,2016] in order to reach our goal. 7.1. Strategy. The contribution of the elliptic terms in the trace formula (4.1) is
Recall that Φ denotes the test function Φ d, π R ,δ,Q, ρ;ϕ introduced in Section 4.5, and that only a subset of the indices (d, π R , δ, Q, ρ, ϕ) may be used when the dependency on them has to be emphasized. As a matter of fact, the expression (7.1) generally requires to bound
• the length of the summation, provided it is finite;
• the global volumes vol G γ (F )\G γ (A) ;
• the orbital integrals.
Since for every finite place p, the test function Φ p is supported on either K p in the case of a split place, or on G p in the case of a ramified place, it is compactly supported on a compact independent of the fixed spectral parameters. However, the size of the sum is not uniformly bounded since the size of the support of the test function f δ,Q,ϕ ρ at archimedean split places grows with the quality of the archimedean split approximation, encoded in ρ. Bounding the different quantities arising in the trace formula for archimedean split places has been addressed in many different works, and we heavily rely on [Brumley et al.,2018] and [Finis et al.,2013 ] to deal with these places. 7.2. Contributing classes. The conjugacy classes actually appearing in the sum are those for which O γ (Φ) does not vanish: let us call such conjugacy classes the contributing classes, according to [Matz,2017] . A contributing class therefore corresponds to a characteristic polynomial bounded to certain congruence and size conditions on its coefficients. This argument allows to count the number of conjugacy classes, and this is adapted to our setting in the following lemma [Brumley et al.,2018, Proposition 13.2] .
Lemma 14. For any split archimedean place , there is a constant c > 0 such that the number of conjugacy classes γ of G(F ) for which O γ (Φ ρ, ) is nonzero is bounded by exp(c ρ).
Following the remark made above, the test function at any place that is not archimedean and split is uniformly compactly supported. Therefore, since there are only a finite number of split archimedean places, there is a constant c > 0 such that the number of contributing classes is bounded by e c ρ .
7.3. Global volumes. The global volumes for GL(2) are bounded in [Matz,2015, Section 9] and carefully adapted to our precise choice of archimedean test function in [Brumley et al.,2018, Proposition 12.4] . We have the following.
Lemma 15. There is a c > 0 such that for any ρ > 0 and for any γ such that O γ (Φ ρ ) is nonzero,
Finally, it remains to bound the orbital integrals defined by
The needed bound is provided by the following proposition.
Proposition 7.1. For every γ ∈ G(F ), there is a c > 0 such that
The next subsections are devoted to the proof of this proposition. The local components Φ p are almost always equal to 1 K p , so that the corresponding local orbital integrals are almost always trivial by the normalizations of measures. Following [Knightly and al.,2006] , the local decomposition of orbital integrals for factorizable functions Φ = ⊗ Φ then holds, more precisely
It thus suffices to dominate these local orbital integrals. The split, non-split and archimedean cases behave quite differently and require specific treatments. Also, it is critical to keep the dependence on γ explicit and to formulate the bounds in terms of the Weyl discriminant of γ , heavily following the works of [Finis et al.,2013] , [Matz,2015] and [Matz et al.,2016 ]. The precise dependence on the size of the archimedean support, encoded in ρ, is also critical and the results aforementioned have been adapted to unveil this dependency by [Brumley et al.,2018] .
7.4. Split orbital integrals. Almost every place is split, thus precise bounds are needed in order to control the global orbital integral. Fortunately, the test functions chosen at these places are explicit and allows to sharply control the associated orbital integrals.
7.4.1. Non-archimedean split places.
Lemma 16. For every γ R ∈ G R , every ideal d R of O R and every ε > 0,
Proof. By the local factorization of orbital integral, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for a fixed place. Let p R and γ p ∈ G p . In the case of a place p S, the local test function is of the form ε p r , so that
Bounds for the split orbital integrals are provided by [Binder,2017, Proposition 8.2 .1] in the specific case of GL(2), and yield the following estimate depending on γ p :
Otherwise, for p ∈ S, the chosen test function is ϕ p and hence can be roughly bounded by Lemma 17. There is a constant C > 0 such that for every discrete spectral data δ ∈ D, every ϕ ∈ H (G R ∞ ) and every ρ, Q > 0, we have
Proof. Using the fact that ϕ is bounded since compactly supported, the claim reduces to bound O γ R ∞ f δ,Q ρ . We can then appeal to [Brumley et al.,2018, Proposition 14 .2] which states the desired bound.
7.5. Non-split orbital integrals. Ramified places are in finite number but the explicit behavior of local orbital integrals could a priori be unbounded. Underlining that the sum over conjugacy classes appearing as the geometric side of the trace formula is uniformly bounded, we can afford a dependence on γ at ramified places. We have the following. Proof. Archimedean and non-archimedean ramified places behave differently. Before turning to the precise study of each case, note that whatever Φ is ξ π or ξ π ϕ (π ), the orbital integral is dominated by the case of the matrix coefficient ξ π , for ϕ is bounded. In the ramified case, orbital integrals are characters: for a representation π ∈ G , the main geometric lemma of [Arthur,1988] implies that 12) where Θ π stands for the Harish-Chandra character associated to π . It is in particular sufficient to bound characters on B × p in order to get the desired bound for orbital integrals.
7.5.1. Archimedean ramified places. For matrix coefficients, we follow the work of [Kim et al.,2016, Proposition 5.1] . Since all the elements γ are elliptic and regular, the Harish-Chandra character formula implies that Θ π (γ ) ≪ |D(γ )| −1/2 (7.13) 7.5.2. Non-archimedean ramified places. Concerning the non-archimedean ramified places p ∈ R, the lead is given to , who build on the Sally-Shalika character formula in order to give explicit computations for the characters of each supercuspidal representations of SL(2). They prove that for every supercuspidal representation π p of SL(2, F p ), and for all semisimple regular element γ p ,
(7.14)
Moreover, it suffices to achieve this goal for SL(2). Indeed, [Langlands et al.,1979] established that every irreducible admissible representation of GL(2) restricts to a direct sum of at most four irreducible admissible representations of SL(2). Since the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence maps irreducible representations of G p to supercuspidal representations, and the image of the embedding of G p in GL(2, F p ) is made of semisimple regular elements, the bound above apply to B p , and therefore go G p .
The bounds obtained in the two cases of ramified places hence settle the proof of Lemma 18. It follows from [Matz et al.,2016, Lemma 3.4 ] that the archimedean norm of the Weyl discriminant is bounded as follows.
Lemma 19. There exists a constant c > 0 such that for every contributing class γ ∈ G(F ), |D(γ )| ≪ e c ρ .
For every finite place p, let γ p be the local component of a contributing class. Since the conjugacy class of γ p meets K p , we have that |D(γ )| p 1. We now argue as in the proof of the [Brumley et al.,2018] to get a uniform bound on γ . Since the contributing classes γ are elements of G(F ), their Weyl discriminant is an element of F and the product formula holds. Let C > 0 be the maximum of the c > 0, so that for a constant κ > 0 large enough. Altogether, we get the claimed bound in Proposition 7.1.
7.7. Final estimates. We first recall the lemma [Brumley et al.,2018, Lemma 7.3 ] that contains the behavior of the sum over the discrete spectral data of the bounds found in the previous paragraphs. Summing over the spectral data and using Lemma 20 give
where the bound (7.16) and the elementary bound λ 2 (n) ≪ ε N n ε have been used. Thus, since Lemma 7 and 8 ensure the convergences of the inner sum, it follows that for ρ = α log N d S where α > 0 is small enough, ν ell,Q ( ϕ ) ≪ ε Q −1/d+ε , and this choice of ρ is admissible by the work of Brumley and Milićević. This achieves the proof that the main term contributing in (4.22) is the one coming from the identity as stated in Proposition 5.1, hence also Theorems 2, 3 and 5.
S T
Theorem 3 proves the existence of a measure ν with respect to which the universal family equidistributes. Consider the projection ν p of ν on the local components G p . Since the ν p are supported on different spaces, it is necessary to make sense of the Sato-Tate problem that concerns convergence of the measures ν p .
The literature often treat the case of measures supported on the unramified tempered spectrum, as the instances handled by [Sarnak,1987] or [Serre,1997] . In those cases, the Satake isomorphism provides a common parametrization: if T is the standard torus of SL(2, C), the dual group of PGL(2), and W is the Weyl group of T , then the isomorphism classes of unramified tempered representations are parametrized by T c /W where T c = T ∩ SU (2, C) is the compact part of T . This last quotient corresponds to the halfcircle, giving a common ground for all the G p ,independent of p. Even if the universal family considered does include ramified representations and the ν p are supported on the whole tempered unitary dual, the contribution of the ramified part of the spectrum vanish when p goes to infinity, so that asymptotically the spaces can be identified and T c /W is a posteriori still a relevant common ground to state the Sato-Tate result.
For GL(2, F p ), the Plancherel measures have been computed by [Serre,1997] and are given by 
